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ABSTRACT 
Let s be a positive integer, O<v< 1, Y any subset of positive integers such that 
,?i7 q- 
’ is divergent but C q-‘-’ is convergent for every e>O. Let 1>1 +v/s 
acY 
and denote by E, (9) the set of all real s-tuples (a,, . . . . 0~~) satisfying the set of 
inequalities I\qaiII <ql-'(i=l, . . . , s) for an infinite number of qE Y. (l/x/l denotes 
the distance from x to the nearest integer.) It is proved that the Hausdorff 
dimensions of E, (9’) is (s+v)/l. 
When 9 is the set of all positive integers, the result specializes to a well-known 
theorem of Jar&k (Math. Zeitschrift 33, 1931, 505-543). It also includes some 
results of Eggleston (Proc. Lond. Math. Sot. Series 2 54, 1951, 42-93) about 
arithmetical progressions and sets of positive density (v=l) and geometrical 
progressions (v=O). 
Let s be a positive integer and 1 a real number. Denote by E, the set 
of all s-tuples 011, . . . , cc8 of real numbers satisfying for an infinite number 
of (s+ 1)-tuples of integers (~1, . .., ps, q), with q > 0, the set of inequalities 
(1) lm -p&l < ra, i=l, 2 , *a*, s. 
JARN~K [3] proved that the Hausdorff dimension of E,, denoted by 
dim (E,), is (s + 1)/a provided that il> 1 + l/s. 
The aim of this paper is to generalize this result to the case where q 
is required to belong to some subset of the positive integers. The following 
result is proved: 
THEOREM: Let 0 <v < 1, 9 a subset of the set of positive integers satisfying 
(i) x q-” is divergent; 
qeg 
(ii) I;: q-‘-” is convergent for every e> 0. 
ae9 
Let s be a positive integer and 
(2) 1>1+;. 
Denote by EA(9) the set of all s-tuples (al, . .., as) of real numbers such that 
the set (1) of inequalities has an infinite number of solutions (~1, . . ., pS, q) 
with q E 9’. Then dim (E,( 9”)) = (s + Y)/L 
13 Indagationes 
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REMARKS. If (i) is satisfied, one can easily construct by the diagonal 
process a subset Y’ of 9 satisfying (i) and (ii). It follows that condition (i) 
alone implies dim E,(Y) > (s+y)/A. Suppose now that Y is any infinite 
sequence of positive integers. Then (i) is satisfied with Y= 0. If we take 
s= 1 and A= 2, (2) is satisfied and the Hausdorff dimension of Es(Y) 
is at least 8. The set Es(Y) is the set of all real 01 satisfying ]ol--p/& ~4-2 
for an infinite number of 4 E Y. Since the convergents pn/qc of the simple 
continued fraction expansion of a satisfy 101 -pn/qnl < q,-2, this proves the 
following conjecture of Erdos (Private Communication, February 1965). 
Er&%’ conjecture: The set of all real numbers which have an infinite 
number of convergents pm/q, with 4;2 in some infinite subset Y of the 
integers has Hausdorff dimension at least 8. 
Let 5“k be the set of all kth powers of the positive integers (k= 1, 2, . ..). 
It follows from our theorem that A> (&x+ 1)/h implies dim E,(Yk) = 
= (s+ ,%-1)/A. In particular, the set of all real 01 admitting an infinity of 
p/q satisfying /a -p/q21 <qmA, A> $, has Hausdorff dimension 3/(2A). 
In [l], EGGLESTON proved, among other things, the following results 
(Theorems 7, 8, 9, 10 and a corollary): 
(1) If A> 1 + s-1, then dim EA(Y) = (s+ 1)/A in each of the following 
cases: (i) Y is the set of all positive values of an arithmetic progression. 
(ii) Y has positive lower density. (iii) Sp is sufficiently dense, namely 
l{qlqe, q E Y}I 2 x/(log log W, k real. 
(+I >dqg for a fixed positive constant d, then 
n$’ i~;l~=~~&-)$, 
These results areAspecial cases of our theorem. The first is obtained 
from Y = 1, the second-which already implies Erdiis’ result-from v = 0. 
Notation : By Rs we denote the Euclidean space of s dimensions, by 
Q - m*E, the Hausdorff outer measure of E with respect to the function t@, 
and by B(E) we denote the diameter of a set E in R*. By a cube we mean 
a cube with edges parallel to the axes. 
PROOF OB THE THEOREM. It is enough to prove the theorem for 
O<&<l, i=l, . ..) s. We first prove that dim En( 9”) G (s +v)/A, which is 
almost trivial. The core of the proof lies in proving dim E,(Y) > (s + Y)/A. 
I. Proof that dim E,(Y) G (s + v)/A. 
Let Q=(S+V+~)/A. W e want to prove that for every choice of 6> 0 
we have Q -m*,%‘,(Y) = 0. Let 7, E > 0. Choose qo satisfying : 
(3) 2)/iiq,-“<E, 
(4 
Let %? be the set of all cubes 1 with side 2q-” centered at the points 
(Pl,q, . . ., ps/q) with qE Sp, q>qo and O<pi<q, i=l, . . . . s. The set V is 
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clearly a covering for E,(Y). The diameter of any cube I in % is 
B(I) = 2lk!?q-” < 21/&&i < E by (3). Moreover, 
by (4). 
II. Proof that dim Enj9’) > (s + v)/A. 
Let 6 be any positive number and e = (s +v - s)/n. In order to prove 
that Q -m*Er(SP) > 0 jwe use the following special case of a theorem due 
to P. A. P. MORAN [4]: 
LEMMA 1. Let s be a positive integer, E a bounded set in Rs and 0 G Q Q s. 
A sufficient condition for Q -m*(E) to be positive is the existence of a closed 
subset F of E and an additive function 4 defined on the ring W generated 
by the semi-open cubes of Rs satisfying the following properties: 
(a) 4 is nonnegative. 
(b) For every R 3 F, R E 92 we have 4(R) > b> 0 for some fixed b. 
(c) There exists a positive constant k, such that for every semi-open cube R 
we have 4(R) <M(R)Q. 
LEMMA 2. Let 17 and ko be positive reals. There exists an integer k> ko 
such that: 
c 12 27@/1%1+n. 
qE90;2k<q<Zk+l 
PROOF. If the result is not true we have for every k> ko, 
It follows that: 
qcY~>2ka q-“= c c q-v < 2 2-“V c l : , k>ko gcY:zk<g<zk+l k>ka qcY;zkq<2k+l 
< kgk, 2-k” 
Since the latter series is convergent, this is a contradiction to condition (i) 
on Y. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 <EC 1, q any suficiently large integer, 1 >q-l+& and 
y any real number. Denote by Nl the set of all integers p satisfying: 
(4 (P, d = 1, 
(b) Yq<p<b+O 4. 
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Then there exist positive constants Kl(e), Kz(e) such that: 
Klk) Mq)<Nz<K&) hW 
PROOF. Let ~1, . . . . j& be the prime factors of q. By Lemma 4 in [2] 
we have: 
zqfi (1-l/pr)-2wvt<Zq~ (l-1/$%)+2k, 
i=l i-l 
Zpl(q) - 2w(*) <Nz < Zql(q) + 2w(Q), 
where y(q) is the Euler function and w(p) the number of distinct prime 
divisors of q. Using Z >cJ-~+~ and the well known estimates 
Arr)>K3 ’ 
log !7 
log log q ’ 41) < K4 log log q ’ 
where K3, K4 are positive constants, we get the result of the lemma. 
The following lemma contains the main features of the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let 19, L, e, 11, qo be positive reab, E, L < 1. There exists Q > 240 
such that for every cube I of side L contained in the unit cube there exists 
a set 81 of (s+ 1)-tuples of positive integers (~1, . .., pDs, q) with the following 
properties : 
(a) qEY; (p,q)=l for i=l, . . ..s. Q<q<2&. 
(b) (m/q, . . .> zdd E I. 
(0) For every pair (pf), . . . , pf), q@‘), i = 1, 2, of distinct (s+ l)-tuples of 81 
with q(l) <q(2) there exists at least one j such that: 
(5) lpyq'l' -/pD$'/q\e'~ > (q'l')-l-"/8'-e~ 
(d) For every Z satisfying Q- lfE<Z~ L and for every cube II of side Z which 
is contained in I, if WI is the number of elements (~1, . . ., pSs, q) of 6’1 
such that @l/q, . . ., pS/q) E II, then 
WI < KZ* I* y(q)s. 
(e) The number NI of elements of 6’1 satisfies: 
KLs F <KLs C* p(q)s<NI, 
Y 
where z:* denotes the summation over Q <q-c ZQ, q E 9’ if v # 0, 
C* pl(q)s=y(Q)s, Q E Y if v=O; Xo=(loglogQ)~ and X,=logl+sQ 
9 (log log Q)” for v # 0; K any positive constant which depends only on 
8, V, 5 0, T, 6. 
This convention on K will be used from now on until the end of the 
proof of the main theorem for the sake of simplicity of notation. 
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PROOF. Choose Q = 2k> max (2qa, L-*/(1-“)) and such that k satisfies 
Lemma 2 for v# 0; Q E P’, Q> 2qo if v=O. In addition, Q is sufficiently 
large so that Lemma 3 holds for all q > Q. Let I be any cube of side L, 
TI the set of all (a+ 1)-tuples (pi, . . ., ps, q) such that: 
(i) q E Y and Q<q<2& for v#O; q=Q for v=O. 
(ii) (pi,q)=l for i=l, . . . . s. 
(iii) h/q, . . . , p&l E I. 
Let I > Q-l+& and II be any cube of side 1 contained in I and defined by 
p~<xi<p$+s, i=l, . ..) s. For fixed q, denote by WI(q) the number of pr 
such that (pt, q) = 1 and pi <pc/q<& + 1. By Lemma 3, 
(6) G4q) < R(P) < Jwd. 
Therefore the number Wl(q) of (s+ 1)-tuples (pi, . . . . p8, q) with fixed q 
for which (6) holds satisfies: 
K@(q)S < Wz(q) <K@(4)s. 
Let (pf’, . . . . pf), q) i= 1, 2 be any two distinct (a+ 1)-tuples in TI with 
the same q. Then: pp py ! I --- = 4 4 + Ipf’ -pp’I > ; >q-1-W-~. 
So for v = 0, since all the elements of TI share the same q, condition (5) 
of the lemma is satisfied and we can define S~=TI. For v# 0, TI may 
not satisfy (5). We define Xl in this case by excluding from TI all the 
(s+ I)-tuples (~1, . .., p8, q) for which there exists q(l) <q and an element 
(Pi”, ***, p,S), q(l)) of TI such that for each i, 
pp Pg --- 
I I 4 
(1) q < (q'l')-l-'"/s'-8, 
It is clear that i5’r satisfies (5). We want to estimate the number of elements 
in XI. Let q(l), q E Y’, Q<q(l) <q-c 2Q. For fixed q, denote by .&(q, q(l)) 
the number of pi for which there exists pi1) such that (7) is satisfied and 
by M(q) the number of elements of TI which are not in 81. Clearly, 
(8) 
Let d = (q, q(1)). Then q= rd, q(l) =r(l) d and from (7) we get: 
lpi r(1) -p;i~ rl <q/d(q(ly~/s)+e. 
Let a=ptr (l) - pil) r. Then a# 0 and therefore a can take at most 
2q/a(py)+e d ff i erent values. For a fixed a we have: 
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The number of solutions ~6 of this congruence in the interval 0 <pt <q 
is d, since (r, r(l)) = 1. Therefore we have: 
&&(q, 4’1’) < 2q/(q(l’)‘“‘“‘+~ 
t’ - @S/Z) . -- M(q) =G Q,;j < Q ,,::&.s c gsqs Q-@s)'2 t: q'l'- 2 
Q<*(l): a(l) E9 
a(l) E 9 
therefore 
M(q) < Kqs-@)‘2. 
Using for y(q) the estimate y(q) >Kq/log log q we see that for q large 
enough M(q) can be absorbed in v(q)8 and so: 
KD C* y(q)s<NI < KLS z* v(q)s. 
For v=O we get 
Q" Q SfV 
i%-Lscloglog Q)" =KLy ; 
for v#O we get 
Q" Q 8+v Q s+u 
NT’ KLs (log log Q)” ’ z* ’ ’ KLs (log log Q)” (log Q)‘+” = KLs x, ’ 
by Lemma 2. 
End of the proof. Our aim is to build a closed subset P of En(Y) 
and a function 4 defined on the ring $3 generated by the semi-open 
cubes contained in the unit cube satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1 
for the given e = (s+v-@/A. 
Since ;1> 1 + v/s we can write il = 1 + (v/s) + z with t > 0. Choose 0 <r] < 
<zs/il, 0<8< min (z, l-e/s), O<E<(S-e--&)/(s-e). 
We construct P and (b by induction. First denote by B’o the unit cube 
and by GO the set containing the unit cube as its unique element. For 
any element I ~9 we define &(I) = V(I) where B(I) denotes the s-di- 
mensional volume of I. Suppose that sets G& of disjoint closed cubes all 
of side Lk = 2( 2qk)-‘I, where {qk) is a sequence of sufficiently rapidly 
increasing positive integers with q&> 2qk-1, have been constructed for 
1~ k < n, that each cube in 01, is contained in some cube in Gk-I for each k, 
and that Pk is the union of all cubes in Gk. Suppose also a sequence +k 
of functions on 9 has been defined for k <n. Let I be any cube in G,-1 
and I’ the cube with the same center as I and &Lm-l length of edge. 
Applying Lemma 4 with 19, E, 7 as defined, L= &!&-I, qn-l as qo and I’ 
as I, we get a set 81, of (s-t 1)-tuples. We choose 4% as the Q of Lemma 4. 
Let G, be the set of all closed cubes with center (PI/q, . . ., ps/q) such that 
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(2% .*., pS, 4) E ST, and length of edge 2(2q,)-“, where I ranges over all 
cubes in G,-1. By (5) all these cubes are disjoint if qw is sufficiently large, 
as we shall suppose. Let Fn be the union of all cubes in G,. Then FS is 
closed and P, C Pa-l. If I is any cube in Gn, then I C II E G,-1. If N is 
the number of elements of G, contained in Ii, we define &,(I) = &r(Zi)/N. 
If I E ~33, I C J E G,, we define &(l)=&,(J) x V(I)/V(J). If I is an arbi- 
trary element of %‘, I = lJh Ih v W, where Ih = I n Jh, Jh E Ga, .I& f Ik for 
h#k and W n Pm=!& then we define: 
Now we define P= nzo P,. Then F is a closed subset of E,(Y). We shall 
prove that the sequence 4% tends to some function 4, and that 4 and P 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. It is clear that the & are non-negative 
finite additive functions on W, that I E Gn-i implies r/%(J) =&l(I), and 
that if I E S? and I 3 P,, then $,(I) = 1. Let 6, be any sequence of positive 
reals with 61 sufficiently large, such that j-J&( 1 + 66) converges and let 
k, = m+,( 1 + &). We shall prove that the increasing sequence (p;n) can be 
chosen in such a way that for any cube I in the unit cube we have 
(9) &&(I)iS(I)@ <ha. 
This is proved by induction on n. We have first 
40(4/w)@ = %e < (B(I))S-e< 1< 1+ 80. 
Let dn=max 4n(I). Then by Lemma 4 we have 
IEG~ 
A, < KL;:, A,-, X; q;“-“, where X; = 
(log log qn)S for Y = 0 
(log log qn)s(log q,)l+q for Y # 0. 
For proving (9) we distinguish several cases : 
(1) IEG~. Then 
b(I) An -- 
wle G (Ln)” 
< KL;:, A,-, q;+‘-“q,-“-“XT, 
and by choosing qn large enough this can be made as small as desired. 
(2) I C J E Gn. Then 
s-e ~ +dJ) 
B(J)e’ 
which is thus reduced to the previous case. 
(3) I C J E C,-1 and the length 1 of the edge of I is greater than q;l ia. 
Let NI and NJ denote respectively the number of elements of G, with 
non-empty intersection with I and J respectively. By Lemma 4, 
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,,b-l(J) WI “-“<,rbn-l(J) 
s(J)e 6(J) ( > B(J)e’ 
and by choosing qn-l large enough this can be made as small as desired 
if n > 1. If n = 1, the expression is < K < hi if 61 is sufficiently large. 
(4) I C J E G,-1 but the edge I of I is not greater than r&l+‘. The 
cubes concentric to the cubes of G, and with edge p;l-cY/S)-e are disjoint 
by (5), so the number NI of cubes of G:, with non-empty intersection 
with I is at most: 
The choice of F makes the exponent of qn negative and so for qn large 
enough, (@))/S(l)Q can be made as small as desired. 
(5) I is an arbitrary cube of edge 1. We may suppose n > 1, since n = 1 
is settled by the previous cases. We may also suppose I> (+) q;A;(y’s)-e, 
since otherwise, for qn-l large enough, I intersects at most one element 
of Gn-l. Let J be a cube with the same center as I and edge Z+ 4q;l,. 
For q,-1 large enough we have (6(J)/QI))e< 1+ 6,. 
+n(l) ~ 44J) 6I(J) 
we - = ,(,),(6(J)/6(J))eg(l+~n)En-l=kn we 
Let now E( (i > 2) be any sequence of positive numbers such that EC2 E( 
converges. For any cube I we have, 
The difference &(I) -&-i(I) is contributed by those elements of Gk-i 
which are partly in I. Let flk be the number of these elements of Gk-1. 
They all intersect the boundary of I. Since the cubes concentric with the 
elements of Gk-1 and whose length of edge is (4) q;J;@“s)-e are disjoint, 
we have, for sufficiently large I%, 
and therefore, 
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where Kk-2 depends only on step (k- 2) and the exponent of q&-l is 
negative. By choosing &-1 large enough (k 2 2), we get /&(I) - &-1(I) I< &k. 
The sequence q& converges to some function 4 for every cube I, and 
since the +% are additive, 4% tends to + on every element of 9. The 
function + is additive and non-negative. If I E W and I 3 P then there 
exists n such that I3 Fn, and so 
W) =4nm = 1. 
For any cube I there exists n such that j+(I)-&(l)/ <B(l)@, 
Thus 4 and P satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1 and therefore 
Q-m*(E,JY))>O and dimEA(Y) 
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